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Conference Council Minutes  
Missouri Mid-South Conference, United Church of Christ 

May 21, 2011 
 

Present:  Brady Abel, Moderator; Don Hubatka, Treasurer; Leah Atkinson Bilinski, Secretary; 
Charlotte Ward; Joyce Bathke; Jamie Schultz; Dannie Burk; Steve Buchholz; Martha 
Hawthorne; Chuck Adams; Les Kemp; Cindy Moeller; Betsy Happel; Jerry Cundiff; Andy 
Mockridge; Don Frandsen; Jeff Whitman, Conference Minister; Marc Wessels, Associate 
Conference Minister; Don Bizer, Interim Director of Outdoor Ministries; Mike McKee, 
Conference Attorney (guest) 

Absent:  Wes Hurt, Vice-Moderator; Jackie Tyler; Dennis Berger; Connie Brooks; Mark 
Roberts; Mauri Peaco; Ron Wendle; Judi Privitt 

--------------------------------------------------- 
 
Meeting commenced at 9:40 with an opening worship led by Jeff Whitman  
 
 
Call to Order and Purpose: 
Brady Abel called the conference council meeting to order at 9:56 AM, stating that the main 
purpose of this meeting was to review the summary report from the Camp Mo-Val Interim 
Board.   
 
 
Open Sharing and Specific Addressing of the Interim Board’s Report  
Cindy Moeller expressed a need to be thankful for the Interim Board’s hard work over the last 
year and a half.   
 
Dannie Burk shared concern for financial projections. 
 
Andy Mockridge referenced page 18 and asked for clarification around Capital Campaign funds.  
Don Bizer shared that some campaign gifts are still designated toward the retreat center that 
could not be built, while there are still outstanding expenses with the pool.  What page 18 refers 
to is clearing the books regarding these outstanding expenses.  Charlotte Ward pointed out that 
the Board provides further clarification/references this on page 19.   
 
Dannie asked for clarification from Brady around what he saw needing to come out of today’s 
meeting.  Brady shared three thoughts: 

1) Designation for which standing committee officially has responsibility for Mo-Val 
2) Answer the question as to whether we are at the point to empower either a search 

committee or a committee to empower a search committee to begin the search process for 
a Director of Outdoor Ministries/Camp Mo-Val Director  

3) Address the request of the Interim Board to affirm the ministry of Camp Mo-Val 
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Joyce Bathke expressed a desire to also look at the bigger picture of Outdoor Ministries.   
 
Martha Hawthorne asked that clarification be offered around money set aside from the sale of 
Camp Western Hills:  was it designated to support camping for camps from the Western side of 
the state?  Others shared, offering clarification (without official wording in front of anyone) that 
the fund is designated towards leadership development, promotion and support of outdoor 
ministries for the Western Association.  Some shared ideas as to how this could be done.  For 
clarification, Leah Atkinson Bilinski shared some examples of how Outdoor Ministries support 
in the West had been approached in the past:  a few years of camp at “Camp Shalom” (formerly 
Western Hills) after the sale, a few years support for Carole Barner’s “Watching for God” camp 
at a state park near Columbia, a couple years of camp at Tall Oaks DOC camp (including 
conversation with Tall Oak representatives about possibilities for joint efforts of ministry).  Don 
Hubatka shared that the principal amount in this designated fund is $234,000 and some.    
 
Mike McKee said that Jeff Whitman asked him to comment on the Interim Board’s report.  Mike 
began by commenting that he liked the idea of assigning some of this to a standing committee.  
There are a number of important questions that a standing committee needs to answer in creating 
this covenanted ministry:  What is the purpose of the ministry and with what specific activities 
will it be engaged?  What is the anticipated duration of the ministry?  What is the expected 
theological effect of the ministry?  How does it benefit people now?  How will it be governed?  
How will leadership be selected?  How and to whom will the ministry be financially responsible?  
How will the ministry communicate with the conference council?  What resources are needed 
now?  What resources are needed to sustain?  What other resources will be sought?  How will the 
ministry proceed to continue in its success?  What Mike expects is that once a group digs into 
these questions and reports back to the council, we will be able to effectively vote thumbs up, 
thumbs down more effectively.   
 
Brady said that he understood where Joyce Bathke was coming from and that he agrees that we 
should not limit Outdoor Ministries to Camp Mo-Val, but for the sake of today’s conversation, 
we need to focus on Mo-Val. 
 
Don Bizer shared, in response to Mike McKee’s questions, that his questions are exactly on 
target for what needs to be addressed, but in a way, we’re in kind of a “what comes first, the 
chicken or the egg?” place at the moment.  A covenanted ministry established first could address 
those questions, but it needs to be established first.   
 
Mike McKee shared that the Interim Board’s report was not clear as to how the executive 
director would be accountable within the conference. 
 
Jeff shared concern for the Interim Board’s suggestions for accountability, reminding us of the 
conference’s vote to make all staff positions accountable to the conference minister at last year’s 
Conference Annual Gathering.  Others shared around issues of limiting the position to a site-
specific position rather than a Director of Outdoor Ministries. 
 
Leah shared that she thought it important to recognize from where the Interim Board was 
probably coming on the issues of accountability and suggesting the position be Camp Mo-Val-
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specific.  Many of them have seen how overwhelming the position has been to Shirley Asmussen 
and Don Bizer.  They also recognize the aspects of the job that need to happen that aren’t and 
haven’t, such as marketing that could move camp toward a self-sustaining existence.  With 
regards to accountability, the Board expressed in their report that they have felt less than 
empowered in the role they were asked to take on.  An effective Board needs to be empowered in 
real ways.  Leah didn’t believe the Interim Board to be trying to separate Mo-Val from the 
conference with their suggestions of accountability, but offered that if we feel it contradicts 
approved structure or the council has other problems with this specific recommendation, we 
should just make a motion to dismiss it and move on. 
 
Cindy Moeller shared that Wider Church Ministries had met earlier this week in Jefferson City 
and looked at many things regarding the covenanted ministry of Mo-Val/TAMBO.  She 
presented a report to the council with Wider Church’s ideas for/on this covenanted ministry, 
including purpose, membership, terms of office, responsibilities, accountability and staff support.  
Cindy said that this is where Wider Church has begun.  She further shared that the Wider Church 
Committee feels we need to start the process of establishing a search committee.   
 
Betsy Happel asked for clarification around the term “covenanted ministry.”  It was shared that 
“covenanted ministry” is the term we use to identify or name the group of people who are going 
to oversee a particular ministry or ministry tasks.   
 
Jeff shared that because we’ve had so much else to deal with as a conference council, we have 
not yet been able to clearly talk about and empower covenanted ministries.  Discussion and 
examples were shared around this.   
 
Conversation returned to what kind of position should be sought:  a Director of Outdoor 
Ministries again or a site-specific, Camp Mo-Val Director.  As some began using youth-specific 
language, discussion ventured into who is served/who should be served by the ministry of Camp 
Mo-Val.    
 
Jeff shared that one of the challenges of council as we continue to live into this new role is how 
we interact with our standing committees, what they address, what the ministries are about.  Jeff 
shared that the thought behind putting Mo-Val under the auspices of Wider Church ministries is 
the idea that it is a shared ministry of and for many churches.  It is not specifically just a ministry 
to/for youth; if it was it would fall under Local Church Ministries.   
 
Dannie asked what Jeff saw the next step being. 
 
Jeff shared that since the beginning of his time with us, Mo-Val has seemed a privileged ministry 
of this conference.  “There’s Camp Mo-Val people and then there’s everybody else,” he shared.  
That’s played out in a lot of ways.  There was even talk about having Outdoor Ministries as a 
fifth standing committee of the conference council.  The Habakkuk Group made an intentional 
decision that Mo-Val would be a ministry of the conference, not a privileged ministry around 
which everything else rotates.  The proposal from the Board, in his eyes, is to return Mo-Val to 
that privileged position, separating it from the conference in some ways, making it accountable 
to one standing committee, rather than him.  If we empower a covenanted ministry, we still don’t 
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know what that position will be nor what to empower that group towards.  We don’t have a job 
description for a Director of Camp Mo-Val.  He thinks we need that and that the position 
description needs to be approved by the conference council.  The financing issue is going to be 
important for us.  When Frieden’s Chapel closed, initially, they were going to give a huge share 
of their assets to the conference.  They are now splitting that between the conference and Camp 
Mo-Val; they’ve made a distinction there.  Jeff shared that he feels that in the time of the Interim 
Board’s existence, there was a shift somehow from an Interim Board that it was hoped would 
look at systematic structures at Camp Mo-Val that were getting in the way of effective ministry.  
Instead of trying to deal with the dysfunction, there was a shift that happened where the group 
changed focus to “how to save Camp Mo-Val.”   
 
Martha Hawthorne asked if Don Bizer has a contract for a certain length of time.  Don shared 
that he is contracted through 2011.   
 
Charlotte shared that she believes some of the trust issues can be solved by settling monies given 
for the campaign and getting that debt settled.   
 
Brady asked if we were at a point to take some steps and make some motions. 
 
Brady suggested that we make a motion or move by consensus to thank the Interim Board for 
their work, accept their report and affirm the ministry of Camp Mo-Val as asked by the Interim 
Board (and added that this has nothing to do with supporting the Board’s recommendations).  
Les said let’s change the first part to we have received the report, rather than accept.  Joyce so 
moved.  Dannie seconded.  Appproved.   
 
Returning to Jeff Whitman’s discussion on the Interim Board, Don Bizer shared that the Interim 
Board was established in 2009, before Shirley Asmussen left. There were some expectations laid 
out, and an attempt was made to follow those.  As transitions took place, some decisions were 
made around what needed to be addressed.  There was some lack of clarity for the board.   
 
Discussion moved on to the formation of the covenanted ministry on Mo-Val/TAMBO.  Mike 
McKee shared that somewhere in our minutes, we want it to say that we, as a council, approved 
this covenanted ministry, not that we just told Wider Church to go out and make this all happen.   
 
Jeff shared that someone needs to develop a position description to be approved by the 
conference council.  A question to consider, however, is whether the covenanted ministry 
established will resent not being involved in forming this position description.  If we want this 
covenanted ministry to be involved, we need to recognize that this decision will move the 
possible starting date of a new Director of Camp Mo-Val back significantly, and we need to 
ask/Jeff needs to talk to Don Bizer about the possibility of staying on for the better part of 2012.   
 
Dannie Burk made a motion to authorize Wider Church Ministries to create a perspectus for a 
covenanted ministry for Camp Mo-Val, to be brought back to the conference council as soon as 
possible.   Cindy Moeller seconded.  No other discussion.  Dannie called the question.  Motion 
passed unanimously.   
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Jeff asked for guidance/direction from the council in developing a position description for the 
Director of Camp Mo-Val.  Who do we want to develop that position description?  It was 
recommended that those people include Don Bizer; Jeff Whitman; Cindy Moeller, the chair of 
Wider Church Ministries; a representative of the Interim Board and a member-at-large.  Jeff 
shared that realistically, we can’t expect this position description to be ready by the annual 
conference gathering. 
 
Steve Buchholz moved that the conference council establish a committee to create a position 
description for the Director of Camp Mo-Val, to include Jeff Whitman, Conference Minister; 
Cindy Moeller, Chair of Wider Church Ministries; Don Bizer, Interim Director of Outdoor 
Ministries; Leah Bilinski, member at large; and someone to be named and appointed by the 
Interim Board.  Seconded by Charlotte Ward.  Motion passed.      
 
A question was asked as to whether the Interim Board’s report be made public on the website 
and/or to those that come to the conference annual gathering.  Jeff shared and others informally 
agreed that the Interim Board’s work was empowered by the former Administrating Ministry and 
shouldn’t go directly out to members-at-large, unless we are prepared to present our own report 
in response to the report, which we aren’t.  Jeff feels that it is appropriate and good for Rick 
Oberle to share about the work of the Interim Board at Conference Annual Gathering (CAG) and 
thinks Rick will do a good job of presenting their findings clearly, in answer to Paul Osgood’s 
question, without going into opinions, etc. 
 
Jeff shared that there is an individual or individuals who has asked for time at CAG to address 
and move for amending the bylaws in accordance with his/her desire for a separate Mo-Val 
endowment fund.  Jeff said that it would be good for the conference council to 
establish/recognize clear guidelines around which new business is introduced.  This 
person/individuals were not given time in the agenda.  This was shared with them, to which they 
responded that they will bring forth their proposal during a speak-out session.  Mike McKee 
shared that by law and Roberts rules of order, by-laws cannot be changed in this manner; there 
needs to be clear and established communication shared beforehand.   
 
The need to thank the Interim Board at CAG was discussed and Brady Abel was named and 
agreed to do this thank you, including recognizing Board members.   
 
 
Agenda for Conference Annual Gathering 
 
Martha Hawthorne made a motion to approve the agenda for the CAG.  Steve Buchholz 
seconded.  Motion approved.   
 
 
Candidates for Conference Council 
Joyce Bathke presented two candidates:  Mary Lou Detema from Springfield, MO, highly 
recommended by Western Association, and Eric Moeller, young adult from Union, MO of 
Eastern Association.  Betsy voiced a concern (with nothing against Eric) about Eric coming on 
board, given that he attends the same church as Cindy Moeller and is her step-son.  Andy 
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Mockridge shared this concern.  Leah shared that she highly respects Eric and thinks he’d do a 
great job; however, we have to think about how the rest of the conference might see such things, 
and she thinks that some conference members will have a problem when they see two members 
with the same last name on the council.  Jeff Whitman shared that Eric is also an employee of 
Camp Mo-Val, which was of concern to him because of how loyalties might be perceived.  At 
the least, if Eric is approved by the council, stipulations will need to be made that he cannot be 
on the same standing committee as Cindy Moeller.   
 
Motion made by Betsy Happel that we approve Mary Lou Detema to the conference council.  
Seconded by Jerry Cundiff.  Motion passed.   
 
 
The leadership team is asked to find another candidate by the June conference council meeting. 
 
Carbon Credit Program Update 
 
Mike McKee shared a report of conference legal counsel.  With regards to Shannondale, the 
report information shared as of April 4, 2011 by Stephen Jeffery, special environmental counsel 
to the Conference.  Three reasons were shared by Sean Carney of Finite Carbon as to why the 
January 2011 inventory was low:  1) new calculations added by CAR since first inventory was 
done, utilizing more precise tree species information; 2) storm damage that caused certain plots 
of the former count to lack in density; 3) harvesting that caused certain plots of the former count 
to lack in density.  Sean did confirm that Shannondale is enrolled under the old forestry protocols 
of CAR, so new protocol changes had no affect on financial estimates or calculations.  Sean is 
willing to come to St. Louis and meet with us.  He has advised that we keep Shannondale in the 
CAR program and reconsider the project when carbon prices increase in 2014.  Finite Carbon 
will cover fees related to maintaining our CAR status.  Sean also shared that Finite Carbon 
would be willing to consider payment to the Conference to help cover our costs to date related to 
this venture.  Negotiations around how much were not engaged.  Finite Carbon is also willing to 
continue the relationship with the Conference and carry the costs, given that carbon prices are 
expected to increase within a year or two.    
 
Frieden’s Chapel 
 
The church is closing, pending a vote to do so.  The conference has been notified that it will be 
receiving two checks, each in the amount of $54,635, one for Camp Mo-Val and the other for the 
Conference Endowment.   
 
Jeff asked, can the conference council take action to designate this gift to the conference unto 
Camp Mo-Val?   The check not yet being in hand, we will readdress this in June.   
 
First Congregational U.C.C. of Grandin 
 
Mike McKee has been unable to determine from the Secretary of State as to whether the church 
is a legally incorporated Missouri not for profit corporation.  This is necessary in order for the 
Conference to convey it to the congregation.   
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Nollman Property 
 
The case is being reviewed to see if distinct identification can be made so as to be insurable.   
 

St. Luke’s 

The federal judge dismissed St. Luke’s out of the Osage “Headright” lawsuit, but possible 
complications are still pending related to this.  Jonathan Beck, attorney for St. Luke’s, is 
reluctant to formally dissolve the congregation and transfer remaining assets to the Conference 
until disposition of the “Headright” (interest from which, annually generates around $10,000 in 
revenue) can be made.    

Jeff asked about what is happening to the $10,000 Headright interest in the meantime?  Jeff 
thinks it important to ask whether it is in Jonathan Beck’s interest (given ongoing legal fees) to 
drag this out.   

Friday and Saturday Conference Annual Gathering Offerings 

Jeff suggested that at least one of the offerings be designated for disaster relief (flood relief in 
southern U.S. and tsunami relief), and the other, perhaps, to OCWM.  Steve Buchholz made the 
motion, Les Kemp seconded.  Motion passed unanimously.   

 

With no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 12:25 PM, with members sharing in the 
Lord’s Prayer. 


